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The visit of Chinese President Xi Jinping to the U.S. has prompted lots ofThe visit of Chinese President Xi Jinping to the U.S. has prompted lots of

definitive articles explaining China. We here at Wonkblog put together definitive articles explaining China. We here at Wonkblog put together aa

voluminous one of our ownvoluminous one of our own..

But maybe you prefer not to read so many words, and just look at picturesBut maybe you prefer not to read so many words, and just look at pictures

instead. If that's the case, here are 30 charts and maps that will explaininstead. If that's the case, here are 30 charts and maps that will explain

China today. You can click on any map or chart to enlarge it.China today. You can click on any map or chart to enlarge it.

Did I miss any good ones? Share them with me Did I miss any good ones? Share them with me on Twitteron Twitter..

China's population is really, incredibly huge. China's population is really, incredibly huge. 

The map below The map below by Max Galka of Metrocosmby Max Galka of Metrocosm helps to demonstrate that. helps to demonstrate that.

The land area of each country is sized to be proportionate that country'sThe land area of each country is sized to be proportionate that country's

share of the global population. China and India are massively bloated,share of the global population. China and India are massively bloated,

while the U.S. has gone on a diet. In fact, many Chinese provinces while the U.S. has gone on a diet. In fact, many Chinese provinces havehave

populations equivalent to Germany, the Philippines or Thailandpopulations equivalent to Germany, the Philippines or Thailand..

The Chinese language has more native speakers than any otherThe Chinese language has more native speakers than any other

language.language.

The chart belowThe chart below, by Rick Noack and Lazaro Gamio of The Washington, by Rick Noack and Lazaro Gamio of The Washington

Post, shows the global population broken down by language. Again, youPost, shows the global population broken down by language. Again, you

can see China's dominance. Chinese (including all dialects, which in somecan see China's dominance. Chinese (including all dialects, which in some

cases could be considered separate languages -- see below) hascases could be considered separate languages -- see below) has

significantly more native speakers than Hindi-Urdu, English, Arabic orsignificantly more native speakers than Hindi-Urdu, English, Arabic or

Spanish.Spanish.

China is more diverse than you might think.China is more diverse than you might think.

One thing people outside of China may miss is the country's incredibleOne thing people outside of China may miss is the country's incredible

diversity. A lot of Chinese are of the same ethnic group, Han, and almostdiversity. A lot of Chinese are of the same ethnic group, Han, and almost

everyone learns the national language, Mandarin, in school. But manyeveryone learns the national language, Mandarin, in school. But many

people in different parts of China grow up speaking languages that arepeople in different parts of China grow up speaking languages that are

mutually unintelligible -- as different or more different from each othermutually unintelligible -- as different or more different from each other

than European languages.than European languages.

The food is diverse, too!The food is diverse, too!

Most Chinese restaurants market themselves in the U.S. as "Beijing" orMost Chinese restaurants market themselves in the U.S. as "Beijing" or

"Szechuan/Sichuan." But those are only two of China's many yummy"Szechuan/Sichuan." But those are only two of China's many yummy

cuisines. Chinese food varies from sweet in Shanghai, to sour and spicy incuisines. Chinese food varies from sweet in Shanghai, to sour and spicy in

the south, meat-and-potatoes home-cooking in the northeast, and lamb,the south, meat-and-potatoes home-cooking in the northeast, and lamb,

cumin and flat breads in the northwest.cumin and flat breads in the northwest.

In the map below, In the map below, researchers at MITresearchers at MIT used computer programs to analyze used computer programs to analyze

a database of recipes. They mapped the divisions below based ona database of recipes. They mapped the divisions below based on

differences in their ingredients.differences in their ingredients.

China contains what could be called the world's biggest city.China contains what could be called the world's biggest city.

Since you know how big China is, you might not be surprised at theSince you know how big China is, you might not be surprised at the

colossal size of its cities. This graphic colossal size of its cities. This graphic from the World Bankfrom the World Bank charts global charts global

cities in terms of their population and land size.cities in terms of their population and land size.

The report classifies the Pearl River Delta, an area of southern ChinaThe report classifies the Pearl River Delta, an area of southern China

across from Hong Kong, as a city, since it argues that all the urban centersacross from Hong Kong, as a city, since it argues that all the urban centers

in the region run continuously together. Counted this way, the Pearl Riverin the region run continuously together. Counted this way, the Pearl River

Delta is the world's biggest city, bigger than Tokyo. Shanghai is third.Delta is the world's biggest city, bigger than Tokyo. Shanghai is third.

China's growth has made the world a more equal place.China's growth has made the world a more equal place.

China's development over the last few decades has lifted 500 millionChina's development over the last few decades has lifted 500 million

people out of poverty; it is basically people out of poverty; it is basically pover the reason the UN accomplished itsthe reason the UN accomplished its

Millennium Development GoalMillennium Development Goal set in 2000 to halve the number of people set in 2000 to halve the number of people

living in extreme poverty.living in extreme poverty.pover

The chart below, by Max Roser of Our World in Data, shows that China'sThe chart below, by Max Roser of Our World in Data, shows that China's

growth has had a big influence on the way wealth is distributed aroundgrowth has had a big influence on the way wealth is distributed around

the world.the world.

The vertical axis shows the number of people in millions, while theThe vertical axis shows the number of people in millions, while the

horizontal axis shows earnings per person per year. The red linehorizontal axis shows earnings per person per year. The red line

represents how the world's income was distributed in 1820. So, looking atrepresents how the world's income was distributed in 1820. So, looking at

where the red line peaks, in 1820 roughly 250 million people were earningwhere the red line peaks, in 1820 roughly 250 million people were earning

$500 per year.$500 per year.

The blue line shows the income distribution in 1970. You can see that theThe blue line shows the income distribution in 1970. You can see that the

world has gotten richer and more populous, but that the world is clearlyworld has gotten richer and more populous, but that the world is clearly

divided into rich developed and poor developing countries. By 2000,divided into rich developed and poor developing countries. By 2000,

however, the line has moved up and out -- showing a richer, more equalhowever, the line has moved up and out -- showing a richer, more equal

world.world.

It has shifted the world's "economic center of gravity"It has shifted the world's "economic center of gravity"

The map below, by the McKinsey Global Institute, shows something calledThe map below, by the McKinsey Global Institute, shows something called

the Earth's world's “economic center of gravity.” It's a little complicated,the Earth's world's “economic center of gravity.” It's a little complicated,

but the researchers basically weighted each country by an estimate of itsbut the researchers basically weighted each country by an estimate of its

GDP, and then used those weights to calculate the approximate economicGDP, and then used those weights to calculate the approximate economic

center of mass of the world.center of mass of the world.

As the map shows, that center has moved over time. In 1,000 AD, ChinaAs the map shows, that center has moved over time. In 1,000 AD, China

and India accounted for two-thirds of global economic activity, and theand India accounted for two-thirds of global economic activity, and the

global economic center was firmly in the Middle East. It remained thereglobal economic center was firmly in the Middle East. It remained there

for roughly 1,500 years before shifting to Europe with the advent of thefor roughly 1,500 years before shifting to Europe with the advent of the

Industrial Revolution, and then toward North America.Industrial Revolution, and then toward North America.

But East Asia’s stunning economic rise and urbanization in the last fewBut East Asia’s stunning economic rise and urbanization in the last few

decades, along with the growth of India and other emerging economies,decades, along with the growth of India and other emerging economies,

has rapidly tugged the center back toward its origin. By 2025, the world’shas rapidly tugged the center back toward its origin. By 2025, the world’s

economic center will be as far east as it was in 1,000 AD, thougheconomic center will be as far east as it was in 1,000 AD, though

substantially farther north.substantially farther north.

  

The Chinese are now basically the global middle class.The Chinese are now basically the global middle class.

We don't usually think of the world having a middle class, but the ChineseWe don't usually think of the world having a middle class, but the Chinese

are good candidates. The Chinese earn more than India, Africa and muchare good candidates. The Chinese earn more than India, Africa and much

of the Asia-Pacific but less than Europe and the U.S., as the graph belowof the Asia-Pacific but less than Europe and the U.S., as the graph below

shows. The chart, from Credit Suisse's 2014 Global Wealth report, showsshows. The chart, from Credit Suisse's 2014 Global Wealth report, shows

global wealth broken down by decile, or every 10 percent of the worldglobal wealth broken down by decile, or every 10 percent of the world

wealth distribution.wealth distribution.

China's economic rise is a return to a historical norm. China's economic rise is a return to a historical norm. 

Americans tend to think of China’s rise as happening in the past fewAmericans tend to think of China’s rise as happening in the past few

decades, but many Chinese have a longer memory. For most of the lastdecades, but many Chinese have a longer memory. For most of the last

2,000 years, China was one of the world's biggest economies. To those2,000 years, China was one of the world's biggest economies. To those

with a long view of history, China's position as a relatively poor country inwith a long view of history, China's position as a relatively poor country in

the early 20th century is the aberration, following thousands of yearsthe early 20th century is the aberration, following thousands of years

when the country was without question one of the world's great powers.when the country was without question one of the world's great powers.

The chart below from JP Morgan shows just how dominant China'sThe chart below from JP Morgan shows just how dominant China's

economy has been for the last 2,000 years:economy has been for the last 2,000 years:

Chinese have gotten a lot richer -- but they're still not nearly asChinese have gotten a lot richer -- but they're still not nearly as

wealthy as Americans.wealthy as Americans.

China's economy has developed a lot since 1980, as leaders loosenedChina's economy has developed a lot since 1980, as leaders loosened

restrictions on private business and opened the country to the outsiderestrictions on private business and opened the country to the outside

world. That has led to an incredible growth in Chinese incomes. Sinceworld. That has led to an incredible growth in Chinese incomes. Since

1980, the average Chinese person's income has increased more than 45-1980, the average Chinese person's income has increased more than 45-

fold. Back in 2000, an average American was earning 13 times as much asfold. Back in 2000, an average American was earning 13 times as much as

the average Chinese; in 1980, the difference was 42 times.the average Chinese; in 1980, the difference was 42 times.

However, the Chinese are still pretty far from catching up with Americans.However, the Chinese are still pretty far from catching up with Americans.

As the chart below shows, the average American earned more than fourAs the chart below shows, the average American earned more than four

times as much as the average Chinese person did in 2013, makingtimes as much as the average Chinese person did in 2013, making

$53,000 vs. $11,885. (This is $53,000 vs. $11,885. (This is on a purchasing power parity basison a purchasing power parity basis, which, which

actually makes those in poorer countries seem relatively richer, since itactually makes those in poorer countries seem relatively richer, since it

accounts for the cheaper cost of many goods and services in pooreraccounts for the cheaper cost of many goods and services in poorer

countries.)countries.)

China's wealth isn't spread around evenly. China's wealth isn't spread around evenly. 

China is now one of the world’s more unequal countries. Much of theChina is now one of the world’s more unequal countries. Much of the

wealth – and the country’s new crop of millionaires – is concentrated onwealth – and the country’s new crop of millionaires – is concentrated on

the eastern coast, while in China’s interior hundreds of millions of peoplethe eastern coast, while in China’s interior hundreds of millions of people

are still basically subsistence farmers.are still basically subsistence farmers.

The map below shows how that wealth is concentrated. The darker blueThe map below shows how that wealth is concentrated. The darker blue

areas along the coast are the cities of Beijing and Tianjin in the north, andareas along the coast are the cities of Beijing and Tianjin in the north, and

the city of Shanghai in the middle, where average incomes are more thanthe city of Shanghai in the middle, where average incomes are more than

three times as much as the interior.three times as much as the interior.

China has nearly twice as many Internet users as the U.S. hasChina has nearly twice as many Internet users as the U.S. has

people.people.

China is more connected than you might think. According to the ChinaChina is more connected than you might think. According to the China

Internet Network Information Center, the country has nearly Internet Network Information Center, the country has nearly 618 million618 million

Internet usersInternet users -- nearly twice as many people online in China as there are -- nearly twice as many people online in China as there are

people in the United Statespeople in the United States. Five hundred million of those users in China. Five hundred million of those users in China

are mobile Web users.are mobile Web users.

Most foreign news sites are blocked in China.Most foreign news sites are blocked in China.

China heavily censors its domestic Internet through the use of technologyChina heavily censors its domestic Internet through the use of technology

dubbed “The Great Firewall.” Yet the country’s censorship of certain sitesdubbed “The Great Firewall.” Yet the country’s censorship of certain sites

can vary greatly with the news cycle. The graphic below, created by can vary greatly with the news cycle. The graphic below, created by SisiSisi

Wei for ProPublicaWei for ProPublica, shows how censorship became more extensive, shows how censorship became more extensive

following pro-democracy protests in Hong Kong last September.following pro-democracy protests in Hong Kong last September.

Many of the tests were inconclusive (shown in yellow), meaning that someMany of the tests were inconclusive (shown in yellow), meaning that some

but not all of the servers tested showed signs of blocking. That could meanbut not all of the servers tested showed signs of blocking. That could mean

that some regions of China are blocking the site, or that Internet servicethat some regions of China are blocking the site, or that Internet service

providers are having technical difficulties.providers are having technical difficulties.

However, many sites show signs of increased censorship. ProPublicaHowever, many sites show signs of increased censorship. ProPublica

found evidence of censorship on sites that were not often blocked beforefound evidence of censorship on sites that were not often blocked before

the protests, including Reuters and the BBC. The homepages of BBC’sthe protests, including Reuters and the BBC. The homepages of BBC’s

Chinese service, Bloomberg, the New York Times, and the Wall StreetChinese service, Bloomberg, the New York Times, and the Wall Street

Journal were completely blocked, as were Facebook and Twitter.Journal were completely blocked, as were Facebook and Twitter.

The Chinese government maintains among the world's tightestThe Chinese government maintains among the world's tightest

restrictions on religion.restrictions on religion.

As this graph by Pew Research CenterAs this graph by Pew Research Center shows, China has among the shows, China has among the

toughest restrictions on religion, defined as laws, policies and actions thattoughest restrictions on religion, defined as laws, policies and actions that

restrict religious beliefs and practices. It is toward the extreme right-handrestrict religious beliefs and practices. It is toward the extreme right-hand

side of the graph, along with Indonesia, Iran and Egypt.side of the graph, along with Indonesia, Iran and Egypt.

The chart also shows religious hostilities among private individuals on theThe chart also shows religious hostilities among private individuals on the

vertical axis, a category that Pew says ranges from vandalism of religiousvertical axis, a category that Pew says ranges from vandalism of religious

property to violent assaults. Here, China doesn't rank so highly. Countriesproperty to violent assaults. Here, China doesn't rank so highly. Countries

toward the top of the graph, like India, Nigeria, Bangladesh and Pakistan,toward the top of the graph, like India, Nigeria, Bangladesh and Pakistan,

have the most intense religious hostilities among private individualshave the most intense religious hostilities among private individuals

Roughly a quarter of the world’s countries face high levels of religiousRoughly a quarter of the world’s countries face high levels of religious

hostilities, while the same proportion has heavy religious restrictions, sayshostilities, while the same proportion has heavy religious restrictions, says

Pew.Pew.

Some Americans are more worried about China than others. Some Americans are more worried about China than others. 

Recent polls show Recent polls show Americans are very worriedAmericans are very worried about Chinese about Chinese

cyberattacks, its growing military power, and the amount of Americancyberattacks, its growing military power, and the amount of American

debt it holds — though actually, debt it holds — though actually, the Fed holds a lot more U.S. debt thanthe Fed holds a lot more U.S. debt than

China and Japan doChina and Japan do. Concern about China varies a lot by political party,. Concern about China varies a lot by political party,

with Republicans far more concerned than Democrats are, as the pollwith Republicans far more concerned than Democrats are, as the poll

below by Pew Global shows.below by Pew Global shows.

China's military is growing -- but the U.S. still spends wayChina's military is growing -- but the U.S. still spends way

more. more. 

The chart below, adapted from The chart below, adapted from The Wall Street JournalThe Wall Street Journal, shows various, shows various

national military budgets in 2013, when the Pentagon and other U.S.national military budgets in 2013, when the Pentagon and other U.S.

security agencies spent about $582 billion. Despite the security agencies spent about $582 billion. Despite the forced reductionsforced reductions

to our military’s budget, that was still an extraordinary amount of moneyto our military’s budget, that was still an extraordinary amount of money

compared to the smaller sums allocated by other countries around thecompared to the smaller sums allocated by other countries around the

world — more than China, Russia, the United Kingdom, Japan, France,world — more than China, Russia, the United Kingdom, Japan, France,

India, Germany, Saudi Arabia, South Korea, and Brazil spent collectively.India, Germany, Saudi Arabia, South Korea, and Brazil spent collectively.

(That said, some of these countries are U.S. allies and would be forced to(That said, some of these countries are U.S. allies and would be forced to

spend more without the protection of the U.S. military.)spend more without the protection of the U.S. military.)

China has led to a loss in U.S. manufacturing jobs.China has led to a loss in U.S. manufacturing jobs.

China's economic rise, and its entry into the World Trade Organization,China's economic rise, and its entry into the World Trade Organization,

has coincided with a loss in U.S. manufacturing jobs. The share ofhas coincided with a loss in U.S. manufacturing jobs. The share of

Americans working in manufacturing fell from more than 13 percent inAmericans working in manufacturing fell from more than 13 percent in

the late 1980s to 8.4 percent in 2007, as trade with China increased andthe late 1980s to 8.4 percent in 2007, as trade with China increased and

its imports into the U.S. soared, as this graph from researchers at MITits imports into the U.S. soared, as this graph from researchers at MIT

shows.shows.

But China's cost advantage in manufacturing is disappearingBut China's cost advantage in manufacturing is disappearing

fast.fast.

As China's economy has developed, wages have risen, and so have theAs China's economy has developed, wages have risen, and so have the

costs of land, energy and other raw materials. That means it iscosts of land, energy and other raw materials. That means it is

increasingly expensive to manufacture goods in China. Most of these jobsincreasingly expensive to manufacture goods in China. Most of these jobs

won't come back to the U.S. (though won't come back to the U.S. (though a few area few are) -- most will go to lower-) -- most will go to lower-

cost countries like Vietnam, Bangladesh and Mexico.cost countries like Vietnam, Bangladesh and Mexico.

The chart below, from Boston Consulting Group, shows how theThe chart below, from Boston Consulting Group, shows how the

competitiveness of manufacturing in China and Russia has changed overcompetitiveness of manufacturing in China and Russia has changed over

the past 10 years. Even when adjusted for productivity, Chinesethe past 10 years. Even when adjusted for productivity, Chinese

manufacturing wages have risen by 187 percent over the decade.manufacturing wages have risen by 187 percent over the decade.

Industrial electricity costs have grown 66 percent, while natural gas costsIndustrial electricity costs have grown 66 percent, while natural gas costs

are up 138 percent. In the same time frame, U.S. wages have risen only 27are up 138 percent. In the same time frame, U.S. wages have risen only 27

percent, while natural gas costs have fallen 25 percent, according topercent, while natural gas costs have fallen 25 percent, according to

Boston Consulting.Boston Consulting.

China is investing more in the U.S.China is investing more in the U.S.

Between the 1980s and 2000s, the U.S. pumped a huge amount of foreignBetween the 1980s and 2000s, the U.S. pumped a huge amount of foreign

direct investment into China, but that investment moved largely in onedirect investment into China, but that investment moved largely in one

direction. It wasn't until recent years that China began returning thedirection. It wasn't until recent years that China began returning the

favor, as its economy became more developed and its companies beganfavor, as its economy became more developed and its companies began

going abroad in search of new products, markets and talented employees.going abroad in search of new products, markets and talented employees.

According to a According to a reportreport by Rhodium Group, an advisory firm, and the by Rhodium Group, an advisory firm, and the

National Committee on U.S.-China Relations, a nonprofit, ChineseNational Committee on U.S.-China Relations, a nonprofit, Chinese

companies spent nearly $46 billion on acquisitions in the U.S. betweencompanies spent nearly $46 billion on acquisitions in the U.S. between

2000 and 2014, with most of that activity happening in the last five2000 and 2014, with most of that activity happening in the last five

years. As the map below of Chinese commercial investment in the U.S. atyears. As the map below of Chinese commercial investment in the U.S. at

the Congressional district level shows, investment between 2000 andthe Congressional district level shows, investment between 2000 and

2014 varies a lot by location, likely due to the variety of local investment2014 varies a lot by location, likely due to the variety of local investment

targets and the district's success at recruiting Chinese investors.targets and the district's success at recruiting Chinese investors.

China is gobbling up global resources at an incredible pace.China is gobbling up global resources at an incredible pace.

China is reshaping the world is through its voracious appetite forChina is reshaping the world is through its voracious appetite for

resources, to feed its factories and build new roads and cities. Chinaresources, to feed its factories and build new roads and cities. China

accounts for about accounts for about half of the aluminum, copper, nickel, steel andhalf of the aluminum, copper, nickel, steel and

concreteconcrete used worldwide each year, making it a major customer for used worldwide each year, making it a major customer for

resource-rich countries like Australia and Brazil. These countries areresource-rich countries like Australia and Brazil. These countries are

likely to feel the strongest effect as China's economy slows.likely to feel the strongest effect as China's economy slows.

China is grabbing up land around the world -- but so is the U.S.China is grabbing up land around the world -- but so is the U.S.

Researchers at Lund University in Sweden found that most of the world’sResearchers at Lund University in Sweden found that most of the world’s

countries had bought or sold land internationally as of 2012 – 126 of thecountries had bought or sold land internationally as of 2012 – 126 of the

195 countries recognized by the UN, according to 195 countries recognized by the UN, according to their reporttheir report. But the. But the

trade is dominated by just a few players, namely China, the U.K. and thetrade is dominated by just a few players, namely China, the U.K. and the

U.S.U.S.

The map below shows where governments and agribusinesses are buyingThe map below shows where governments and agribusinesses are buying

and leasing land in foreign countries. Countries that are more engaged inand leasing land in foreign countries. Countries that are more engaged in

buying land internationally are shown in grey or shades of yellow, whilebuying land internationally are shown in grey or shades of yellow, while

countries that sell more land are shown in red. The bigger the circle, thecountries that sell more land are shown in red. The bigger the circle, the

more trading partners a country has.more trading partners a country has.

China ranks as the most active country in the world in land trade,China ranks as the most active country in the world in land trade,

purchasing land from 33 countries and but selling it to only three. Thepurchasing land from 33 countries and but selling it to only three. The

U.S. is a close second, buying land from 28 countries and selling to three,U.S. is a close second, buying land from 28 countries and selling to three,

following by the U.K., which bought land from 30 countries.following by the U.K., which bought land from 30 countries.

But China's economy appears to have a problem -- it relies tooBut China's economy appears to have a problem -- it relies too

much on investment. much on investment. 

Economists look at growth in terms of three main drivers: A country'sEconomists look at growth in terms of three main drivers: A country's

exports, its consumption (all the goods and services that normal peopleexports, its consumption (all the goods and services that normal people

and the government buy), and investment, which includes money spentand the government buy), and investment, which includes money spent

on factories and houses. When you compare what these three drivers lookon factories and houses. When you compare what these three drivers look

like in China versus other countries in the world, China's economy startslike in China versus other countries in the world, China's economy starts

to look very unusual.to look very unusual.

More of China's GDP comes from investment than in any other country inMore of China's GDP comes from investment than in any other country in

modern history -- even countries that rapidly industrialized as China ismodern history -- even countries that rapidly industrialized as China is

doing, like Japan and Korea, as the chart below from Credit Suisse shows.doing, like Japan and Korea, as the chart below from Credit Suisse shows.

And as a result, a much lower proportion of growth comes fromAnd as a result, a much lower proportion of growth comes from

consumption in China than it does in other countries, as the next chartconsumption in China than it does in other countries, as the next chart

shows.shows.

Some economists argue that this is okay, but many others see it is aSome economists argue that this is okay, but many others see it is a

worrying sign. They believe that China is pumping too much money intoworrying sign. They believe that China is pumping too much money into

investment, and that that practice is creating a property bubble and excessinvestment, and that that practice is creating a property bubble and excess

capacity in factories.capacity in factories.

This is why many are urging China to "rebalance" -- to shift its economicThis is why many are urging China to "rebalance" -- to shift its economic

model to rely more on consumption and less on investment. China has amodel to rely more on consumption and less on investment. China has a

slew of policies that incentivize investment, including cheap financing andslew of policies that incentivize investment, including cheap financing and

resource prices, and these would have to be unwound in order toresource prices, and these would have to be unwound in order to

rebalance.rebalance.

That is leading to a worrying amount of debt. That is leading to a worrying amount of debt. 

China's huge investments in recent years have caused the debt owned byChina's huge investments in recent years have caused the debt owned by

the government, banks, corporations and households to balloon to the government, banks, corporations and households to balloon to 282282

percent percent the size of the economy. That's a far higher debt burden than mostthe size of the economy. That's a far higher debt burden than most

developing countries, as well as Australia, the U.S., Germany or Canada,developing countries, as well as Australia, the U.S., Germany or Canada,

as the graph below from McKinsey & Company shows. Some of theseas the graph below from McKinsey & Company shows. Some of these

loans will probably never be paid back.loans will probably never be paid back.

Nearly half of that debt is tied up in the property market. Nearly half of that debt is tied up in the property market. 

Property development has been a huge generator of wealth for the countryProperty development has been a huge generator of wealth for the country

in recent years, and it is now also a massive repository for its debt.in recent years, and it is now also a massive repository for its debt.

Repeated wins in the property market encouraged some developers andRepeated wins in the property market encouraged some developers and

financiers to take on risky and unnecessary projects, including miniaturefinanciers to take on risky and unnecessary projects, including miniature

versions of versions of ParisParis and  and ManhattanManhattan..

McKinsey estimates that, excluding the financial sector, almost half ofMcKinsey estimates that, excluding the financial sector, almost half of

China’s debt is directly or indirectly related to real estate, about $9China’s debt is directly or indirectly related to real estate, about $9

trillion. The property market is very diffuse, with more than 89,000trillion. The property market is very diffuse, with more than 89,000

mostly small property developers contributing about 15 percent of themostly small property developers contributing about 15 percent of the

country's GDP growth and accounting for 28 percent of fixed-assetcountry's GDP growth and accounting for 28 percent of fixed-asset

investment.investment.

Much of the rest is in the hands of local governments. Much of the rest is in the hands of local governments. 

China's provinces, cities and counties are actually responsible for rackingChina's provinces, cities and counties are actually responsible for racking

up a lot of the debt, rather than the federal government. Since 2007, localup a lot of the debt, rather than the federal government. Since 2007, local

governments have propped up their growth rates with huge investments.governments have propped up their growth rates with huge investments.

To finance these investments, they turn to something called "localTo finance these investments, they turn to something called "local

government financing vehicles," or LGFVs. Local governments aregovernment financing vehicles," or LGFVs. Local governments are

technically prohibited from borrowing in China, so they circumvent thistechnically prohibited from borrowing in China, so they circumvent this

restriction by having LGFVs borrow on their behalf.restriction by having LGFVs borrow on their behalf.

China is the world's most active source of illicit financial flows.China is the world's most active source of illicit financial flows.

China tops the list as the biggest source of illegal money in the world,China tops the list as the biggest source of illegal money in the world,

followed by India, Mexico and Russia, as the map below by Globalfollowed by India, Mexico and Russia, as the map below by Global

Financial Integrity shows. China exported just under $250 billion in illicitFinancial Integrity shows. China exported just under $250 billion in illicit

financial flows in 2012, which includes laundered funds, drugs, under-the-financial flows in 2012, which includes laundered funds, drugs, under-the-

table payments, and income from people who are evading taxes.table payments, and income from people who are evading taxes.

Is the U.S. or China more responsible for global warming? ItIs the U.S. or China more responsible for global warming? It

depends on how you look at it. depends on how you look at it. 

These graphs from the These graphs from the Global Carbon ProjectGlobal Carbon Project show different ways of show different ways of

visualizing who is responsible for producing and curbing carbon dioxidevisualizing who is responsible for producing and curbing carbon dioxide

emissions.emissions.

The first graph, which breaks down total emissions since 1870 by countryThe first graph, which breaks down total emissions since 1870 by country

and continent, highlights the huge historical role of the US and Europe inand continent, highlights the huge historical role of the US and Europe in

producing carbon; China is just a tiny blip at the right. The second graphproducing carbon; China is just a tiny blip at the right. The second graph

of annual carbon dioxide emissions shows that China surpassed the US asof annual carbon dioxide emissions shows that China surpassed the US as

the world’s largest carbon emitter in 2007, and that its emissions are stillthe world’s largest carbon emitter in 2007, and that its emissions are still

growing quickly. The last graph offers yet another view: That even thoughgrowing quickly. The last graph offers yet another view: That even though

China is now the world’s largest carbon emitter, its per capita emissionsChina is now the world’s largest carbon emitter, its per capita emissions

are still less than half those of the US.are still less than half those of the US.

China uses almost as much coal as the rest of the worldChina uses almost as much coal as the rest of the world

combined. combined. 

If you're wondering why China is such a big producer of carbon, here's oneIf you're wondering why China is such a big producer of carbon, here's one

clue. Because the country is relatively rich in coal and poor in other kindsclue. Because the country is relatively rich in coal and poor in other kinds

of energy, much of China's economic growth has been fueled by coal.of energy, much of China's economic growth has been fueled by coal.

China accounted for about 82 percent of the 2.9 billion tons of global coalChina accounted for about 82 percent of the 2.9 billion tons of global coal

demand growth since 2000, according to the U.S. Energy Informationdemand growth since 2000, according to the U.S. Energy Information

Administration, which created the chart below. China now accounts forAdministration, which created the chart below. China now accounts for

47% of global coal consumption—almost as much as the entire rest of the47% of global coal consumption—almost as much as the entire rest of the

world combined.world combined.

You might also like: You might also like: 

--7 simple questions and answers to understand China and the U.S.7 simple questions and answers to understand China and the U.S.

--China offers huge rewards for U.S. companies like Boeing. But it couldChina offers huge rewards for U.S. companies like Boeing. But it could

also take that business away.also take that business away.

--How China used more cement in 3 years than the U.S. did in the entireHow China used more cement in 3 years than the U.S. did in the entire
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This is a great article Anna! It's good you used a wide range of sources and I learned

more from this than most articles out there

Ropeadopeadope

Like Share

9/26/2015 1:10 PM GMT

1 ·

Basically, this article is nothing more than propaganda for China. Yes, the country is

supposed to be multi-national. But Chinese intentionally created a concept as

``Zhong Hua Min Zu``( It`s hard to translate. Han ethnic group centered concept. It

intentionally including Tibetan, Manchurian,Mongolian,etc as Chinese). Everything

such as history is fabricated and twisted in China. Everything is lie. Good example is

the map( probably using source from China) which including Taiwan........Really really

stupid.

Unisol Formosan

Like Share

10/5/2015 5:46 AM GMT

She actually uses a lot of sources outside of China as well so don't just get

mad because you see Taiwan in the map. The inclusion of TW in the map for

better perspective on the use of the Chinese language across Chinese

speaking regions is very useful for foreigners to understand. It is a fact that

the native "Taiwanese dialect originated in Fujian province" even if Taiwan is

an independent entity now.  

Using sweeping comments like "Everything is lie" and calling people really

really stupid reflects a lack of culture and general respect. I'm assuming you

are Taiwanese since you have Formosa in your name so coming from

another Taiwanese person, please don't act like this.

Ropeadopeadope

Like

10/6/2015 4:22 PM GMT

well. maybe it's wrong of him/her to call the article stupid, but your

defense is not that convincing either. Apparently the inclusion of

Taiwan in the map is political. The map showing what you said "the

use of Chinese language in the Chinese speaking region" is only

one of the maps the author uses for this article (and your

explanation is not as politically neutral as you think it is either, how

can you not include Singapore as Chinese-speaking region and how

is it true that Tibet or Xinjiang are "Chinese-speaking"? )  

 

I hope you also notice that in other "Chinese" maps Taiwan often

appears as gray in color, meaning that the Chinese govt can't even

obtain related data (as in reality Taiwan is an independent entity).

BigKing Hsiao
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During my postgraduate studies at ANU, Canberra reading for a masters degree in

agricultural development economics in 1983-85, the imminent threat from the

'sleeping dragon' (note: Napoleon did caution of the potential might of China even

during his era!) wasn't apparent just yet... I was expressing one of my thoughts at the

time while at ANU that once Hong Kong's leasehold to Britain lapses a new economic

giant was about to be unleased. To me that pre-condition was Hong Kong's stock

market juggernaught about to embrace a totally new capitalistic monster (a Chinese

dragon) of a new kind -- a marriage between the political old maverick of Deng Xiao

Ping's (communism remaining intact dictating everything!) with their brand of newly-

embraced capitalism. Chairman Deng achieved that by setting three big strategies:

firstly, letting Hong Kong SAR to continue reigning supreme for Sino capital's growth

and accumulation globally; secondly, creating two new mammoths of Sino capital

markets -- Shanghai, then Shenzen; and thirdly, almost concurrently creating a new

concept of gigantic free trade zones (FTZs) that later became their economic and

trading powerhouse globally. Even at the time when the Asian Financial Crisis in 1998

these FTZs were contributing to double digit growths to China's GDP consistently.

That was really a wonder! The result is China's #2 global economic position, only to

be threatened during the present era.... however, the end game isn't there yet. Yes,

the new global geo-politics is just getting overheated along the way -- what more when

China joined Russia's initiative with BRICS (Brazil, Russia, India, China and South

Africa) while the US has created the TPPA (covering Pan Pacific trading bloc but

minus China and Russia!). Now that's hot enough for the world to be overly worried in

a "New Pacific Age". So its small wonder why many think tanks/professorial Chairs

were being created by many in an effort to understand/counter China's new trading

threats.

Arifin Abdul Latif

Like Share
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"The chart below, by Rick Noack and Lazaro Gamio of The Washington Post, shows

the global population broken down by language. Again, you can see China's

dominance."  

 

I guess. More native speakers does not translate to dominance when more people

overall speak English, Bad English, in the world, and it is the lingua franca.   

 

"The report classifies the Pearl River Delta, an area of southern China across from

Hong Kong, as a city, since it argues that all the urban centers in the region run

continuously together. "  

 

Except that they are not. They have central cities and sprawling suburbs. Under this

method then Los Angeles has 28 million people since LA, Orange, Riverside, and San

Bernardino county urban areas are unbroken. There are similar ones in the east as

well.

Cesium-137

Like Share
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The Washington Post should do some actual research before they post absolutely

false information. China has a population of 1.3 billion people, but they do not all

speak Mandarin. Roughly 950 million or so Chinese speak Mandarin as their native

language, with the remainder of the population speaking other dialects of Chinese,

such as Cantonese, or Hakka. Many of these dialects vary greatly from Mandarin to

the point where they are not mutually intelligible.   

 

The Washington Post should be smart enough to know that not everyone born in

China is Chinese or speaks Mandarin. If not, they should be smart enough to actually

study the issue.

nihonsean

Like Share
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Fascinating article and great charts. It will be interesting to see if China can avoid

imploding over the next several decades. The political, economic, social (esp.

demographic) stresses will be getting worse for the foreseeable future and it's

difficult to imagine the Party will be able to keep a lid on it forever.

bpai_99
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Must say this is one of the rare articles that describe China relatively objectively.

Don't be brainwashed by anybody, be it communist propaganda or western bias.

loyalbuilt

Like Share

9/25/2015 4:19 AM GMT

Finally, somebody have a fairer view about China. Well, At least I only care about

food. LOL.  

 

Economic situation is going down in China anyway.

Cncrictic
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China's economy down only in west medias! They always said it since 10

years agp!

Nera Everlasting
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lol. Yeah, I forgot, a plunging stock market is considered growth in

the Chinese media isn't it?  

 

China's government has no respect for human rights and you have

no respect for facts. China is not everlasting, its human.

NYU_NYU
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@johnw3318  

transition from export-based to consumer-based economy  

of course will cause a lot of stumbling  

the question is will china gov manage the transition well

jjlovet
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Economic situation is going down in China anyway  

----------------------------  

This statement is getting old, I've heard things like that constantly for

decades, every time experts present "solid evidence" to back their theory.

Truth is, China is still growing

Yi He
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